To provide the community of the Eastside with a newly renovated Veteran’s Memorial. We can bring an entirely new public environment that intertwines art, recreation, and the community through our simple yet dynamic spatial use of landscape.

**Design Strategy**

When creating and designing our landscape, elements of hardscape and softscape are implemented to create cohesiveness with in our composition. The design follows a fluid edge band that swells and shrinks to create a variation of seating and gathering spaces. It creates intimate spaces within the urban design that arranges art in a robust, interesting way.

**Amenities and Events:**
A multifunctional plaza space for different holiday events, ceremonies, and experiences, including concerts, farmers market, Taste of the Eastside, movie nights, and more.

**Community Arts:**
A garden space that promotes and engages the community through local artists and schools to create artwork display among the Eastside community.

**Community Gardens:**
A garden space to naturally beautify the site and help the community add their own personal touch to the project. Also to build social ties, skills, and experiences.

**Site Subdivisions**

1. Parking
2. Memorial Space
3. Sculpture Plaza
4. Patio Space
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**OUR VISION**

Interlinked Grounds
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